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ON THE JEWISH PEOPLE IN THE WRITINGS
OF RABBI JOSEPH B. SOLOVEITCHIK
It is generally thought, and correctly so, that the individual is at the
heart of Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik's thought and writings. The

titles of major works tell the story: Halakhic Man, "The Lonely Man
of Faith." It may be a matter of debate whether the Rav is correctly

placed in the existentialist camp, but it cannot be denied that the
intellectual, psychological, and spiritual experience of the individual

forms the hot core of these and other works. This focus on the person
may mark the Rav's halakhic writing as well as his philosophical
oeuvre. Surely it is no coincidence that major essays, as well as years

of classroom teaching, were devoted to teshuvah, prayer, and
mourning, all topics of individual experience; and that a basic
problematic in the Rav's treatment of these topics was the relationship between performance and internalization. Needless to say, the
Rav encompassed the entire spectrum of Halakhah in his shiurim,
from kodashim to nez/kin. But at the same time he seems to have
taken a special pleasure in demonstrating that Berakhot, say, could

sustain the rigor of halakhic discussion no less than did Bava Metsia.
This stress should not obscure the fact that the community, and
specifically the Jewish community of course, has also been a central
concern of the Rav, and that much of his written work focuses on the
community as a phenomenological and halakhic entity, and grapples

with the historical situation of the Jewish people in the modern
world. True, the Rav's analysis of the individual provides basic

*This essay is based on a Rabbi Moshe Kahn-Mr. Samuel Bellows Memorial Lecture,
delivered in Rehovot in March 1988. In preparing my remarks for publication, I discovered

that I had rushed in where others had recently trod, particularly in Section III; this is now
indicated in the footnotes.
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categories through which the community is perceived. More signifi-

cantly, a basic problematic of R. Soloveitchik's writing is the tension
between the individual's personal reality, and his role as a member of

a community and people. This tension is rendered all the more
stubborn by the fact that the Rav relates to peoplehood on a number
of different, and indeed shifting, levels. In a sense, though, all this
merely underscores the place of peoplehood and community in the
Rav's thought, and his commitment to its inescapable centrality.

ii
The tension of individual and community is raised explicitly by the
Rav in a number of essays, and in a manner which makes it clear that
he is quite aware of the basic modernity of the problematic.

Typically, the problem is raised from the point of view of the
individual consciousness rather than, say, from the point of view of

God or history; so we may say that the ultimate conclusion is given at
the outset. Be this as it may, the essay appropriately entitled

"Community" opens with the question:
The very instant we pronounce the word "community" we recall, by sheer
association, the ancient controversy between collectivism and individualism.

Willy nilly the old problem of who and what comes first (metaphysically, not
chronologically) arises. Is the individual an independent free entity, who gives
up basic aspects of his sovereignty in order to live within a communal
framework; or is the reverse true: the individual is born into the community
which, in turn, invests him with certain rights? This perennial controversy is
still unresolved.

i

In this particular treatment, the Rav asserts that no clear-cut choice

is possible-though once again the answer itself is formulated from
the perspective of the individual consciousness and experience:
And let us give a simple answer: Judaism rejects both alternatives: neither
theory, per se, is true. Both experiences, that of aloneness, as well as that of
togetherness, are inseparable basic elements of the l~awareness.2

Characteristically, the community itself is no faceless collective but
rather a network of individual relationships- a description which

becomes significant as the essay unfolds.

If no clear-cut resolution is possible or desirable in "Community," a decisive set of priorities is articulated in other discussions.
The homily entitled "God or People-Which Comes First?" is in fact
a discussion of our issue, for "God" = individual spirituality.' God, of
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course, will come first. Here the Rav uscs a traditional midrash with

striking effect, as he builds on the midrashic priority of parah
adumah (the Red Heifer) ovcr korban Pesah (the Paschal Sacrifice).
The Paschal sacrifice symbolizes the national component of Judaism,

while the Red Heifer bestows personal purity-and it is the latter
which is the more significant.
It is quitc apparent that the different resolutions of the tension in

these essays reflect, in fact, different aspects of the experience of
peop1chood.Thc priority of God (or individual spiritual expcrience)
over peoplehood expresses the rclativc insignificance of the people as
a political, nationalistic collective. Against this reality, the individual
is of far greater significance. This evaluation is revised, however,

when one considers the people not as collective but as community. As
community, the people remain in dialectical equipoise with the
individual, and little conflict is felt.
The pattern just outlined provides the basic grid for the Rav's
discussion of the Two Adams in "The Lonely Man of Faith."4 Here
too the assertion is made that man is a member of two communities.

The prime focus in this essay is, of course, the individual, or more
precisely, the type. But discussion of the Two Adams quickly
develops into discussion of the differcnt communities produced by
these different human types. The Rav cannot discuss Adam without
relating him simultaneously to the community he forms: man cannot
be understood only as individuaL. First Adam, we recall, represents
majestic, technological Man. Never in search of Eve-as Man and

Woman appear simultaneously in the first account of creation in
Genesis-First Adam is ontologically complete. The formation of a
collective by First Adam (and his coupling with Eve?) is a natural act,
rationalized by Social Contract ideology and serving functional need.

This collective is, of course, a political entity. Second Adam, on the
other hand, appears alone; and his search for Eve is driven by the

recognition that loneliness is fundamental to his being. By his
commitment in faith to Evc he forms the first covenantal community,

a community in which God the Creator is a third partner. This
community bears an ontological character and is the pattern for the
covenantal faith community of IsraeL.

"The Lonely Man of Faith" is, of course, devoted to the
dialectical relationship of the Two Adams, and asserts the fundamen-

tal integrity of each as rooted in the biblical presentation of Man.
Technological Man is not merely an instrumental creature in the
service of Covenantal Man, but is rather recognized as a unique
expression of human striving and fulfillment of a divine command
encoded in humanity. Technological man is not to be transcended or
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conquered; his world-developing activity remains an eternal embodiment of the biblical imperative. In drawing this image of "majestic"
First Adam,R. Soloveitchik enthusiastically endows Western scien-

tific technology with the fullest acknowledgment Judaism could
offer. And since technological man is also collective man, the
acknowledgment extended to First Adam embraces his latter manifestation as well, though it is clear that R. Soloveitchik is much more
entranced by humanity's scientific abilities than by its political bent.
(R. Soloveitchik does indeed allow man's technological ability a
significant role in the Divine scheme; "majestic" First Adam realized
his potential and fulfills a godly mandate by subduing the physical
world and perfecting it. But the positive appropriation of this major

characteristic of Western civilization is not accompanied by a
corresponding imperative to appropriate Western culture, its philo-

sophical or literary achievements. This assertion seems improbable,
or at least paradoxical, with regard to the Rav, whose major writings

are suffused with modern Western philosophy and literature, and
whose very intellectual world is constructed, in part at least, with
materials provided by modern culture. Yet the paradox is fact: The
the synthesis of Jewish and Western culture, but
Rav is a
paradigm of
he nowhere prescribes this move or even urges its legitimacy. The

Rav constructs his thought within the categories of Western culture
but nowhere explicitly assigns a specific role to this culture! One may

explain that technology complements Jewish spirituality, but does

not compete with it, as do philosophy, literature, and so on;
Thusconsequently, only Jewish sources can provide Jewish values.

and this is a classic move-the non-Jewish material will be presented
simply as Torah insights expressed in a different "language,"
as it were, a move impossible and unnecessary as regards the

technological-scientific sphere. Put less systematically, the Rav finds
the categories of Western philosophy and the insights of its literature
and psychology an accurate description of reality and, as such, they
need no explicit defense.)

But despite the enduring dialectic relationship of First and
Second Adam, the assertion that neither can or should strive to
subdue the other, it is Second Adam who has axiological priority,
and the values he embodies which rank the higher. Second Adam,

united in covenantal relation with Eve, adumbrates the covenantal
community of Israel, which enters a covenantal relationship with
God; such community obviously ranks higher than the political

collective of First Adam. And-as is implied in "Community"the human individual, self-conscious and ontologically lonely and
searching, will also be seen as more value-laden than the political24
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technological collective. For spiritual, ethical existence is to be

created only within the reality of the community and the being of the
person; it is not an aspect of the functional collective.
The fundamental issue for the Rav will be the relationship of this

person with this community. R. Soloveitchik often returns to the
assertion that the Jewish community is a metaphysical entity:
The community in Judaism is not a functional-utilitarian, but an ontological

one. The community is not just an assembly of people who work together for
their mutual benefit, but a metaphysical entity, an individuality: I might say, a
living whole. In particular, Judasim has stressed the wholeness and the unity
of Knesset Israel, the Jewish community. The latter is not a conglomerate. It is
an autonomous entity, endowed with a life of its own. We, for instance, lay
claim to Eretz Israel. God granted the land to us as a gift. To whom did He
pledge the land? Neither to an individual, nor to a partnership consisting of
milions of people. He gave it to the Knesset Israel, to the community as an

independent unity, as a distinct juridic metaphysical person. He did not
promise the land to me, to you, to them; nor did He promise the land to all of

us together. Abraham did not receive the land as an individual, but as the
father of a future nation. The owner of the Promised I,and is the Knesset
Israel, which is a community (sic) persona,'i

In halakhic terms-and the halakhic plane provides a highly significant legitimation for any Jewish idea-community is tslbbur, rather
than shuttafut (partnership), which in its functional overtones sug-

gests the collective. Major halakhic phenomena are interpreted in
terms of the over
arching integrity of the community: the vlddul
(confession) and sounding of the shofar on the Days of A we are

structured, in part, as communal acts; the efficacy of the Scapegoat
and the very forgiveness on Yom Kippur are mediated to the
individual through his organic participation (in the dual sense of

activity and grounding) in the community;' worship too has its
communal expression in the prayer of the sheliah tslbbur, which is

not only a functional repetition of the individual's prayer, but a
fundamentally novel and independent ritual act7 In all this, the Rav
draws upon both ancient and modern thought: midrashic-kabbalistic
notions of Knesset Israel as well as Hegelian and Romantic concepts

of the spiritual uniqueness of peoples. And, as we shall see, the
halakhic and conceptual analysis will be supplemented by a deeply
emotional stress.
The very examples just cited make the point. However spiritual

the Jewish person is as individual, the forms of his spirituality are
given him by his rootedness in Knesset Israel More radically, his full
relationship with God is mediated through this community-people,
for God's promise and commitment is to no individual but only to
His people. The people, a metaphysical entity, is possessed of certain
25
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existence and continuity and able to enter a rclationship with God.
The individual is lost without this bestowal; totally alonc, he cannot
take flight to the Alone, who in a sense, is also not totally alone.

Ane yet, despite the fact that this community transcends the
person and bestows upon him the forms of spiritual life and the
possibility of God's forgiveness and acceptance, the matter is surprisingly not so simple or one-sided. For the community is constituted by virtue of the ontological loneliness of the individual, as we
have seen; this may not be any more of a historical statement than is
Rousseau's Social Contract, but it does describe the essential phenomenon. Immediately after describing Knesset Israel as a "meta-

physical entity," the Rav asserts that "the personalistic unity and

reality of a community, such as Knesset Israel, is due to the
philosophy of existential complementarity of the individuals belong-

ing to the Knesset Israel."8 It may be, of course, that this latter
enlargement upon and modernizing interpretation of Halevi's much

more modest analysis of the praying community, ought to be seen in
the context of the social workers' conference in which it was made-

yet one also ought not to make too much of this fact.
This rather strange situation finds consistent cxprcssion in the
fact that the community itself is often valorized through experiences
that are primarily personaL. The political component of communal
existence is not highlighted, as we have seen; and when the Rav does
focus on the national-historical aspect of Jewish existence (a theme
to which we turn shortly), he frequently elaborates on the motif of
Jewry's "loneliness" as a people, a motif which owes as much to his
understanding of personal life as it does to Numbers 22:9. The
individual himself, we hear, is ideally part of his community not by
virtue of biology or citizenship, but rather through his appropriation

of the community's values- and these values are those concretized in
personal spiritual achievement. The following sequence, in which
relationship to the organic historical community is in fact mediated
through a primarily personal commitment (Torah), is typical:
The Jew who believes in Knesset Israel is the Jew who lives with Knesset Israel
where she may he and is prepared to die for her, who hurts with her pain and
rejoices in her joy, who fights her wars, suffers in her defeats, and celebrates

her victories. The Jew who believes in Knesset Israel is the Jew who joins

himself as an indestructible link not only to the Jewish people of this
generation hut to Knesset Israel of all generations. How? Through Torah,
which is and creates the continuity of all the generations of Israel for all time.')

The pains and joys, victories and defeats, all the experiences which

accompany normal historical-national existence, very much demand
the Jew's identification. Ultimately, though, these expcriences seem
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rooted in temporality, in "the Jewish people of this generation."

"Knesset lsrael of all generations" is joined only through Torah.1o It

is a "prayerful, charitable, teaching community, which feels the
breath of eternity"-so the concluding sentence of "Community."

Certainly, it is not insignificant that two of the three characteristics
listed-.-praying and teaching-are primarily personal acts.

II
"Kol Dodi Dofek" is universally read as the Rav's major statement
on Jewish peoplehood. In Israel, I believe, it is often taught as a
Zionist statement. Its Zionism, of course, is a very diasporic Zionism:
American Jews are asked to provide money and political support,

not aliyah;" and even support for Israel frequently shades into
support for yeshlvot.12 On the other hand, "Kol Dodi Dofek"-and
one cannot overlook the history of Messianic interpretation given

this verse in Song of Songs-~-asserts the providential quality of the
State's birth, making its historical emergence an act of divine
intervention. It is impossible, then, not to identify with the existence
of the State, and R. Soloveitchik does so full-throatedly and whole-

heartedly. This act of identification, frequently reasserted, ought not
to be underestimated." The Rav has described quite frankly the
emotional and social price he paid for his Zionism. The family

tradition of Brisk, he reminds us, was quite anti-Zionist-and one
need not belabor the Rav's intense attachment to the traditions of his
family. Here the Biblical Joseph" serves as a powerfully moving
paradigm, for he too knew the pain of separation from his brethren,

the price knowingly paid for his people's survival in a new and
necessary reality:
1 was not born into a Zionist house. . . . If I identify now with Mizrahi, in
opposition to my family tradition, it is because I feel that Divine Providence
has decided for Joseph and against his brethren. . . I built an altar. . . . The
altar still stands today, and the sacrifice still flames. 15

Actually, though, the Zionism of "Kol Dodi Dofek" is not really
its most interesting aspect, though it may dominate most of the essay.

Much more interesting, to my mind, is the way the Rav comes to
grips with the nature and reality of Jewish peoplehood in the

twentieth century, and more specifically, in the generation of Sho'ah

(and Statehood). Once accepted as reality, it is assimilated into
aggadic and philosophic typology, and becomes part of the paradigmatic reality of Torah. The typology which emerges has substantial
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roots in classical, pre-modern, Jewish thought, but it is nonetheless
shaped as a response to a distinctly modern situation and reflects, in
part, the modern experience and even value of Jewish peoplehood.
The reality of Jewish peoplehood in the twentieth century is, of
course, a largely secular reality. The Jewish people has become a
people of non-believers in any traditional halakhic measure. All that
is really left is belief in the people itself, whether in its American or
Israeli version, belief in national existence in history. This, I think, is
the reality the Rav sees. One traditional option is to turn away,

inward, acknowledging as "true Jews" only the remaining adherents
to traditional behavior and belief. This option is usually comple-

mented by the assertion that, of course, all children of Jewish parents
(mothers, that is) remain halakhically Jewish. The Rav does adopt
this option- -in part. But he goes far beyond it in that he develops a
model for identification with this secular Jewish reality, even as he
asserts that it must be transcended.
Two models of Jewish existence are posited: Jews of fate, and
Jews of destiny and purpose. The first reflects Jewishness as biological fact, as national identity into which the Jew is born. The second
reflects J ewishness as chosen commitment to spirituality and mitsvot.

The first model displays the Jew as passive; the second--as active.
The Jew of fate is largely defined by the historical role imposed on
the people Israel as objects of persecution; the Jew of destiny defines
his own spiritual identity as creator of culture transcending physical
survivaL. The Rav realizes, of course, that even physical survival in

the context of Jewish fate requires immense energy and organization,
so that the "active-passive" distinction does not function as an
empirical description. The point, rather, is whether the Jew is

responding to the initiatives taken by others as they attempt to
impose their vision of the Jews' place upon him, or whether he
chooses his own identity. In terms familiar to the student of modern
European thought, we may speak of the Jew as object of the will of
others or as subject of his own wilL. 16 And in terms of modern Jewish

thought, the distinction reminds one of the Zionist critique of passive
diaspora existence as against the self-determining political activity

demanded of the Jew. For the Rav, the Jew of destiny and purpose is
characterized as the Jew who chooses his halakhic-covenantal iden-

tity, though, of course, this identity may also require historical, even
political, behavior. These paradigms focus motifs familiar in other
works of the Rav: we hear echoes of the distinction between
collective and community which has already occupied us (thus the
Rav also distinguishes mahaneh and edah), and the distinction along
the active-passive axis reminds us of creative Halakhic Man, though
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both First and Second Adam are also creative individuals (though in
very different ways).

No less significant than the paradigmatic terminology, though,
are the biblical models for this typology, models which clearly

embody modern concerns.
The Jew of fate is symbolized by Egyptian bondage; the Jew of
destiny and purpose, by the Torah received at Sinai. Egyptian

slavery, the symbolic embodiment of Jewish historical fate, is a
patent symbol of Holocaust, much as the deliverance from that
bondage is a patent symbol of the rebirth of national political
existence in the State of IsraeL. Slavery and Exodus precede Sinai,
and in the Rav's presentation, are experiences of a people that has

not (yet) reached Sinai. Slavery and redemption are, then, in this
homily on biblical history, the experience of secular Jews-yet these

experiences are inalienable elements of Jewish identity. This move is

clearly shaped by the reality of the Holocaust: this happened to
secular Jews and this is paradigmatic of classic Jewish existence. The

inability to deny these facts leads to an acceptance of the purely
national aspect of Jewish existcnce as rooted in biblical models and
as objects of Jewish identification.
Obviously, all this has ancient halakhic and aggadic roots. A
Jew remains a Jew, halakhically, whatever his behavior or beliefs.

And the aggadah discusses the "sonship" to God of wicked and even
defecting Jews. In much later times, one can point to the idea of the
plntele Yld which remains, inextinguishable, in every born Jew, an
idea stressed by both the Tanya and Nefesh ha-Hayylm. Of special

interest in this context is Homily XVI of Belt ha-Levl, which
develops the distinction between am ha-Shem and benel ha-Shem as
parallel to pious and impious Jews, with even the latter remaining

benel ha-Shem.17 The Rav goes beyond this, however, in one
significant sense. These earlier discussions relate, fundamentally, to
the Jew qua individual and his status. But the discussion in "Kol

Dodi Dofek" is devoted to the Jewish people: collective and community bear the fate and destiny of Jewry, and the biblical models

explored are models of historical, national experience. All this clearly
points to the fact that the Rav is interested in contemporary

historical reality, which is not a matter of individual behavior but
rather a pattern encompassing an entire people; not a question of an

individual's status (or providential recompense) but rather of what
the nation endures in history. R. Soloveitchik returns repeatedly in
his derashot to the fact that the Nazis persecuted all Jews equally,

irrespective of their religious commitment or lack of same. The
plntele Yid motif seemingly reflects the eternal focus on the Jew as
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victim, rather than the ineradicable spiritual imprinting to which he
is supposedly heir. It is almost as though the moving force behind

"Kol Dodi Dofek," then, is the Holocaust and only secondarily the
declaration of the State of IsraeL. Both these experiences, symbolized
by different but related aspects of the Egyptian bondage, focus on the
classically Jewish fate of secular Jews and their community. The Rav

would not close his eyes to this reality, and so he transmuted it
through homiletic typology into Jewish doctrine.
Jewish identity is not defined exclusively by Sinai and Torah-it
also includes Egypt and its Jews. Nor is Jewish loyalty directed
exclusively to the community of Sinai, as it too is broad enough to

include the Jews of Egypt. The Rav frequently stressed (in both oral
presentations and in his writings) that a Jew dare not alienate himself
from his people. There is a classic halakhic base to all this, of course,
inasmuch as a Jew always remains such, but this norm is now filled

with historical and especially emotional contents- all this in the
crucible of the modern Jewish experience. The Rav would often cite
Maimonides' ruling that even the Jew who is not guilty of any sinlife if he alienates
the "observant" Jew~-may lose his share in eternal
himself from the community and does not willingly share its historical travaiL." For the Rav, Maimonides speaks not only of concrete
dissociation from actual Jewish fate, but even of the alienated

consciousness.

There is a sense, then, in which the realization that the Jewish
people exists as a secular reality (with a sacred charge and potential,
of course) is reflected in the content and quality of Jewish loyalty.

The Rav will be openly critical of observant Jews ("Jews of destiny
and purpose") who are unable to embrace secular Jews ("Jews of
fate") as organic parts of their commitment to Knesset IsraelI9 This
attitude dovetails with an intense relationship with the entirety of
Jewish history. On the whole, it is true, the significant moments of
Jewish history are evoked by Abayye and Rava, Rashi and Rabbenu
Tam, the Gaon of Vilna and the Ba'al ha- Tanya, that is, by moments

of spiritual-intellectual achievement. But other modes of identification operate, too. The Rav analyzes incisively the rather tepid
response of religious Jewry to the State of Israel and more specifi-

cally to the idea of aliyah, as an indication that this Jewry grasps the

Land of Israel in normative halakhic terms alone, rather than by
participation in "the yearnings of past generations. "20 Such emo-

tional yearning grows from an identification with the totality of
Jewish life and the totality of Jewish society. Naturally, this society

was a traditional society, and its "yearnings" were pervaded by
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traditional values and expressed in traditional terms. Yet this focus
on historical solidarity remains significant.')

Clearly, then, "Kol Dodi Dofek" grapples with the secular
reality of Jewish peoplehood, and it may even reflect the growing
significance of the idea of peoplehood in modern Jewish thought and

life. At the same time, its typology sets limits. Whereas First Adam
and Second Adam exist in dialectic tandem, with only a hint of the
axiological priority of the latter, Egypt and Sinai, the Jew of fate and
the Jew of destiny and purpose, clearly reflect a hierarchical order.

Sinai will build on Egypt, and Jewish historical fate is a permanent
feature of Jewish existence, but precious little in the way of Jewish
values will emerge from the victimized identity of bondage. Even

Redemption, so charged an experience in Jewish thought and
experience, occurs to a passive people and does not bear the message
of self-transcendence.

"Kol Dodi Dofek" itself does not, of course, develop this
tension. On the contrary, its basic thrust lies in the welding of these
disparate Jewish experiences into one emotional whole. Indeed,

R. Soloveitchik tells us of the values which emerge in a people which
must struggle to ensure its physical survival: mutuality, sympathy,
self-sacrifice, hesed. These are the functional values of the collective,
to be sure, but they also require the individual to transcend his own
selfish concerns and, as hesed (the term used in this context by the

Rav), resonate deeply in the Jewish consciousness. The Rav also
develops the religious symbolism of the "covenant of destiny" and

ensures its permanent place in the spiritual totality of Jewish
experience. The two ritual acts in conversion-circumcision and

immersion-reflect the two covenants which are thus integral factors
in Jewish identity. Circumcision symbolizes that which is carved
painfully into the historic body of the Jewish people; elsewhere,

indeed, no less a figure than father Abraham, first of all Jews to be
circumcised and founder of the Jewish people as family, is presented
as the forebear of the Covenant of Fate. Immersion, the Rav

continues, symbolizes the active spiritual moment in which the
potential Jew chooses a life in community with God." Yet despite
this positive appropriation of the Covenant of Fate and of the
historic fact of Jewish peoplehood, there is also a deep ambivalence,
or better, unease, which is only hinted at by these two disparate

symbols of Egypt and Sinai.
Despite R. Soloveitchik's assertion that the national (and in our

reading, secular) component of Jewry is an organic part of the Jewish
people, for it too suffers the historical fate of Jewry (= Egypt), it is
also not uncommon for him to slip into a different literary mode, and
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both mood and content change. This is best exemplified by his
"political sermons," the derashot delivered at annual Mizrachi
conventions and published as Hamesh Derashot. Delivered to reli-

gious American Zionists, these talks were really directed at the
religious Zionist leadership in Israel, with the American audience
serving, apparently, as pretext. The policy issue discussed in these

talks is: How ought the religious Zionist party relate to the secular
government? What is particularly interesting in our context is not the

substantive answer presented by the Rav, who advises a rather
aggressive stance, but rather its literary vehicle. In derashah after
derashah secular Israeli leadership is midrashically assimilated to the
non-Jewish biblical oppressor: Esau, Pharaoh, Avimelekh, Abra-

ham's servant-lads, Amon and Moab. This, of course, is no more
than literary-and perhaps routine-symbolism, yet it ought not to
be dismissed out of hand, for it discloses a basic level of consciousness. The secular Jew has ceased being a real Jew, though he too will
eventually return. Perhaps, though, it were wise to remember that
R. Soloveitchik's hostility is directed at the leadership of an opposing
ideology, and that it is evoked in a political context which always
stimualtes the polemicaL. 23

Nonetheless, this literary symptom ought to be pursued more
deeply. It would be helpful, I think, to put the matter in terms

familiar from the ideology developed by Rabbi A. i. Kook. Rav
Kook, needless to say, is also capable of using similar symbols for
similar homiletical purposes. But his main thrust moves in quite a
different direction. Now, it is likely that the contrast between the Rav
and R. Kook reflects different metaphysical orientations no less than
differing attitudes towards modern Jewish nationalism and towards

Halakhah. I will be concerned nonetheless with the contrast as it
appears on the ideological, rather than on the metaphysical, leveL.

Rabbi Soloveitchik does not seem to think that classical Judaism, as it is presently understood, suffers from any basic flaw. It-as
distinct from the Jewish people-displays no moral or religious
malaise. Nor is Jewish history, for that matter, a tale of the ups and

downs of Judaism which, given at Sinai, has always retained its
fundamental divine strength. Halakhah, too, is adequate both in
method and substance to its task. Though the Rav will concede that

the analytical method of Brisk cast some much-needed light in a
darkening room, it is significant that the reform in question was
intellectual rather than moral or religious. Perhaps, too, certain
forms of Hasidism added relevant spiritual moments-but nothing
more. Certainly, the Rav does not indicate that a renaissance of
Judaism is an urgent need. Hence, whatever growth ought to occur
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will come out of the healthy organic stock of Jewish life and thought,

from people who are loyal to Halakhah-its values and patterns.
Perhaps the most significant challenge of the Orthodox intellectual
(and spiritual?) achievement offered by Rabbi Soloveitchik (aside

from the political critique in Hamesh Derashot) is that which is
silently implied by the body of his writing itself: Why did no one else
do anything like this work?
Rabbi Soloveitchik, consequently, finds no legitimacy, spiritual

grandeur, or subterranean power in antinomian movements or
individuals. The move to secularism is not seen as an idealistic
rebellion against the inadequacies of the tradition, or an inevitable

attempt to reach for moral and religious realities outside the grasp of

Torah as currently understood or as potentially understandable by its
loyal students. He will not entertain a dialectic according to which
religious (and moral?) antinomianism can be admired as a coura-

geous attempt to scale truths unattainable within the context of
normal halakhic method and life. The norms of the Torah need not

be rejected so that higher spiritual norms may be disclosed or
concretized, or even so that historical degeneration may be corrected.
Halakhah is to be plumbed, not transcended.

Since no substantive renaissance of Judaism is necessary, the
function of a political-national rejuvenation is not to provide such.

Zionism is not, in the broadest sense even, a spiritual movement; and

if its history includes religious and moral excesses, these have no
dialectical justification as the necessary price to be paid for the march
to higher spirituality (whether or not that goal is in itself an adequate
justification). If Messianism exists in R. Soloveitchik's vocabulary, it
is an austerely Maimonidean messianism in which a nationalpolitical revival provides a physical base but no intrinsic spiritual
content. Zionist leadership will be admired, perhaps even profusely
praised, for its achievement in building a physical and social haven.

Indeed, the Land of Israel itself is placed on the axis of the
Abrahamic covenant of fate. 24 R. Soloveitchik does, I think, go a bit

further: I recall his developing the theme that the holiness of the
Land was not "mythological" but a function of its providing the
context for a holy society-again a fundamentally Maimonidean

orientation. The application of Torah norms to an entire society
made, then, for a richer and truer concretization of Torah, for a fuller
embodiment of the Jew's fundamental task-but even this is no
radical renaissance. This image of the State of Israel as a potential
embodiment of the broadest ethical and societal vocation of Judaism, a vocation based on a broad covenantal commitment, is

perceived by many students 'of the Rav to be implicit in his teaching.
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Curiously (and regrettably'!) this positive and challenging image does
not recur frequently in the published texts available to us." For the

most part, then, the establishment of the State of Israel is a moment

in the battle for physical survival and a significant achievement in the

ongoing struggle to create a focus of Jewish identity for Jewries
which have lost their traditional moorings in the modern world. And,
hopefully, this moment of redemption from the victimizations of
.Jwish fate (though the State fully shares in the "loneliness" intrinsic

to that fate) will lead to a fuller flowering of Jewish purpose. But if
ever forced to choose between a secular state of Israel and the God of
Israel, "we will stand, as one man, for the God of Israel."26

IV

I have already noted that the significance of community manifests

itself no less on the halakhic plane than on the aggadic. This state of
affairs is symptomatic of the Rav's fundamental orientation to Torah

as a whole, for he often asserts that the halakhic sphere is the most
significant indicator of authenticity; indeed, this is a major burden of
Halakhlc Man. Now, the priority generally attached to the halakhic
over the aggadic itself reflects the central role of community.

For Halakhah is normative, obliging all members of the community

equally, and frequently structured so as to involve them all
together;" as against the often individualistic, idiosyncratic, and
moderately non-normative quality of aggadah. Put another way: the
language of Halakhah, its basic forms, are often communaL.

The communal aspect of Halakhah is of course expressed in
specific ways, some of which were noted earlier: prayer, sacrifice, the
shofar and confession of the Days of Awe. But R. Soloveitchik
devotes considerable attention to another, more general, role of the
community within the halakhic scheme-the community as source of
authority. These discussions are solidly rooted in classical halakhic
sources, yet seem at the same time to disclose a modern sensibility.

Interestingly, some of the motifs and concerns we have detected in

the Rav's evaluation of modern Jewish reality function in his
halakhic treatment as well.

It is clear from numerous rabbinic instances that the people
Israel function as a legal entity in a variety of spheres, religious as

well as civiL. As such, Halakhah assumes that the people can express

its will, so as to confirm or veto rabbinic legislation, for example.
Maimonides, by systematizing the process of rabbinic legislation in

Mishneh Torah. may have further highlighted this phenomenon; he
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also claimed that one of
the bases of
Talmudic authority as a whole is
the consent of the people IsraeL. Rabbi Soloveitchik takes Maimonides one step further: popular consent is given an institutional
concretization--the Great Sanhedrin." The Sanhedrin is thus understood as having a dual function, for it expresses the will of the people
Israel as well as pronouncing opinions and decisions in its role as the
major organ of Oral Law. Thus the Rav points to the interchanging
phrases "consent of the majority of Israel" and "consent of the High

Court" in Maimonides' definition of national conquest (klbbush
rabblm). This analysis apparently broadens the scope of rabbinic

authority, for the Sanhedrin now speaks for the people as well as for
the Torah. Yet a study of the broader context in which this analysis
figures indicates a more complex situation. If the Sanhedrin speaks
for the people, it is no less clear that its authority, in certain spheres
at least, is derived jiom the people.
This discussion of klbbush rabblm is actually a spingboard for a
much more extended treatment of the principles of authority constituting the Jewish calendrical year. Ideally, according to Maimonides, calendrical decisions are to be taken by an ordained court, a

sub-committee as it were of the Great Court. This ideal construct
encounters difficulties, obviously, in current (and Maimonidean)
historical reality; the Great Court and ordination no longer exist, and
yet the calendar does continue to function authoritatively. This is not
the place to rehearse in detail the various Maimonidean texts

relevant to the problem, of course. The Rav finds a solution in the
idea, supported by these texts, that what is really crucial are the
calculations done by benel Erets Yisrael ("the Jews of the land of
Israel"), or in a later version, the practice of Jewry as a whole." In
normal circumstances, of course, the Great Court would itself have
the calculations done and issue the proper directives. Yet the fact that

this can also be accomplished by "the Jews of the Land of Israel"
indicates that the Great Court is in fact the representative of this
Jewry, speaks for it, and actually derives its authority (in this and
similar administrative matters) from it. As I have pointed out,
R. Soloveitchik (in one treatment of this problem, at least) vests the

authority of the calendar, ultimately, in the practice of the entire
Jewish people, in the holiday celebrations of the entire Jewish people
which legitimate the normative calendar: "Now, Knesset Israel in its

entirety sanctifies . . . the holidays and New Moons by its ritual
practice. . . . The entire people fixes the calendar through the
calculations, and the celebration of the holidays and New Moons
according to these calculations functions to set the calendar." And in

a charming aside, the Rav explains the familiar phrase in the
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synagogal announcement of the New Moon, haverlm kol Yisrael ("in
the comradeship of all Israel") as no rhetorical flourish, but rather as
the liturgical statement of our doctrine.'o

Halakhic theory, it thus seems, accomodates the changed reality

of the Jewish people very well. Yet from another perspective, the
theory spun out above reflects an ideal situation; or in terms more
familiar from Halakhic Man, it expresses the a priori. For if this
theory absorbs with litte shock the reality of a destroyed Temple,

and an abolished Sanhedrin, it is predicated on the assumption of an
ideal people, a people which observes the Sabbaths and holy days of

the year as of yore. But we all know-and so does R. Soloveitchikthat "the entire people" no longer celebrates the holidays. The theory,
indeed, seems appropriate for a pre-modern age, for a people which

exists as a memory. What now?

At this point, of course, we enter the realm of the speculative. A
number of options ought to be raised, then. The Rav may think, for
one thing, that even if the majority of the people no longer sanctifies
the holidays in a halakhic mode, it does recognize them as its own;
don't most Jews continue to identify with Pesah, for example? A
possible implication of this argument is that if even this bare

identification were to be restricted to a minority, the people would no

longer have a calendar, for which the legitimation of the entire
Knesset Israel is necessary. This would be radical doctrine indeed, as
the pious minority would then be unable to function, abandoned as it
were by the mass of the Jewish people! The opposing alternative, of
course, is to assume that the Rav recognizes the observant minority

itself as Knesset Israel, the remnant which becomes the "entire
people." Actually, none of these options seems terribly convincing.
Rather we retreat to the admission that no "solution" exists, and we
discuss matters on a different leveL.

Put plainly, we must admit that R. Soloveitchik here seems to be
writing pure halakhic theory, as he explicates Talmud and Maimonides, which are read as ideal texts. And he rests his case on an ideal
understanding of the Jewish people as a nation of purpose and

destiny. Jewry as a nation of historical fate and nothing more simply
does not enter the picture. Hurban ha-bayit has, in a sense, been

absorbed into this theoretical model; hurban ha-Am has not. A
terrible chasm does, in fact, exist between halakhic theory and
modern reality: theory simply refuses to grasp reality. But something
more ought to be added.

Halakhic theory, in this case at least, is perhaps more than
analytic description. It is also a statement of faith. Here

(and elsewhere), the Rav asserts that the Jewish people, which is
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incomprehensible to him outside its covenantal commitment, will

return to its vocation of holiness. Messianic faith, he declares, is
"faith in the Jewish people."31 Thus, despite the two-tiered historical

model of "Kol Dodi Dofek," no halakhic model exists for a
bifurcated Jewish people. The Jewish people is ever Sinai, Torah.

(Interestingly, the halakhic theory behind the workings of the
calendar also led Maimonides to one of his more daring statements
of faith when he asserted that the Lord would never allow the Land

of Israel to be totally emptied of its Jews. That, he wrote, is a
concomitant of God's commitment to the ongoing existence of His

people.") Ironically, it is precisely the irenic description of the
authority immanent in Jewish life which suggests how far contemporary Jewish life actually is from its sacred vocation; and the argument
for the indispensability of this authority, which suggests how fragile
the sacred existence of this people is today. The calendar-at least on
the theory developed by the Rav-is living on borrowed time, and
not the calendar alone.

v
The very being of the Jewish people is inextricably tied up for the
Rav with Torah. Usually the people is identified with Oral Law,
rather than Written Law.
In its power and authority to decide halakhîc issues an authority greater
than that of the scholars, whose decisions are based on intellectual grounds
alone---Is expressed the mystic, holy, idea, that Torah and Israel are one.33

Israel is holy because it is identical with Torah, because Israel is itself Torah
and Torah is itself IsraeJ.4
The force of the identification with Oral Law specifically seems

to be that Torah is then immanent within the people itself, rather
than being an external standard alone, which is what the Written

Law apparently symbolizes. The latter statement cited explains, in
context, why the Jewish people, however sinful, remains eternal."
But rather than exploit this idea to the fullest degree, R. Soloveitchik
continues to say that the Torah as Oral Law is always within the

people because "the mind and memory, the very soul of the Jew,
contains hidden myriads of letters and crowns of the tradition: bits of
prayer, memories of a festival. . . echoes of a Torah-idea. . . . there
always remains a divine spark which cannot be profaned." And while
it is true that R. Soloveitchik speaks here of "authority to decide
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halakhic issues," the Rav is actually quite far from the modernist
exploitation of this identity as a basis for innovation. Many modernists, of course, value the idea of the immanent authority of the

community precisely as it counters and dislodges the normative
tradition. This is simply not the drift of R. Soloveitchik's discussion.

For the Israel of which he speaks is still the ideal people of purpose
discovered in our discussion of the calendar, and the Torah of which
he speaks was given at Sinai. The two basic foci of the identity of
Israel and Torah, then, are that (I) Israel is a community whose
positive historic continuity has been forged through the study and
teaching of Torah; and (2) alongside the tradition of study there has
always flowed the experience of the life of Torah itself. Indeed, the
Rav finds the tension and complementarity of the intellectual and the
experiential a fascinating and charged topic. The sensitivity to this

problematic does not grow from a sense of the gap between theory
and the demands of the real world. Rather it grows from a sense of
the richness and variety of the spiritual experience, and of the

frustration encountered within the intellectual act. The limitations of
the intellectual experience will be felt, obviously, only by one who is

so fundamentally committed to it. Be this as it may, the story of
Jewish history is not, for the Rav, a tale of dislocations, discon-

tinuities, gaps. Rather, it is a conversation across the age by
generations linked not only in common purpose but in common
understanding. The passage of time does not produce distance or
alienation; rather, it adds partners to the ever-enriched conversation.
It is not necessary to add that, even casting metaphysical assump-

tions aside, the question of what is history-How is it to be
perceived, written? What is significant in the record of

the past?-can

only be answered in the most subjective way.

R. Soloveitchik frequently returns to the imagery of the community of the massorah (= tradition), the community whose continuity is the essence of Oral Law. This continuity is represented,
of course, in the experience of "learning," which is an intensely
personal, indeed emotional, experience:3n

When I sit to "learn" I find myself immediately in the fellowship of the sages of
tradition. The relationship is personaL. MaImonides is at my right, Rabbenu
Tam at the left, Rashi sits at the head and explicates the text, Rabbenu Tam
objects, the Rambam decides, the Ra'abad attacks. They are all in my small

room, sitting around my table. The study of Torah is a staggering
experience of generational comradeship, of the mating of spirits, the fusion of

souls. Those who transmit Torah and those who receive it meet at the
caravanserai of history.
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Or again:"
. . . the massorah society was founded by Moses at the dawn of our history and
at the point of eschatological fulfillment of our history will he joined by the
King Messiah.

What characterizes that society? An unqualified dedication to learning
and teaching. Its motto is-teach and let yourself he taught. It demands that

every Jew he simultaneously teacher and pupil, that every member of the
society hold on with one hand to an old teacher while the other hand rests
upon the frail shoulders of a young pupiL. This society which represents the
very essence of Judaism cuts across the ages and millenia and holds the key to
our miraculous survivaL.
On the long Sabbath afternoons in the summer, we preface the recital of
Pirke A vot with a declaration concerning our total involvement in the

massorah community: "Moses received the Torah from Sinai, and handed it
on to Joshua, and Joshua to the Elders, and the Elders to the Prophets, and
the Prophets handed it on to the men of

the Great Assembly." In other words,

Judaism expresses itself through the shalshelet ha-kabbalah, the chain of
tradition. Hands are linked; generations arc united. One society encompasses
past, present and future. As I mentioned before, admissIon to that society is a
difficult and complex affair.

Though open to all, and even demanding that all enter, this society is

admittedly elitist. At the same time, it is not peripheral to Jewish
peoplehood. Indeed, one senses that for R. Soloveitchik, this society
is the very essence of Jewish community; in it and through it does one
discover the meaning of Jewish commitment.
There is another aspect to the massorah community, and the

Rav is careful to insist on this second reality. It forms part of the
community of the tradition, but does not contribute to its intellectual
substance. Occasionally R. Soloveitchik will identify it-again, on a

personal level-with dominant maternal figures; on other occasions
it is embodied in the people as a whole, which bears the responsibility
for the concretization of Jewish commitment through history. There
is, on the one hand, his description of his mother and of the rebbitzen
of Talne:38

People are mistaken in thinking that there is only one Massorah and one
Massorah community; the community of the fathers. It is not true. We have
two massorot, two traditions, two commnities, two shalshalot ha-kabbalah--

the massorah community of the fathers, and that of the mothers. "Thus shalt
thou say to the house of Jacob (= the women) and tell the children of Israel (::

the men)" (Exodus 19:3), "Hear my son the instruction of thy father (mussar
avikha) and forsake not the teaching of thy mother (torat imekha)" (Proverbs
I: 18), counseled the old king.

I admit that I am not able to define precisely the massoretic role of the Jewish
mother. Only by circumscription I hope to be able to explain it. Permit me to
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draw upon my own experiences. I used to have long conversations with my
mother. In fact, it was a monologue rather than a dialogue. She talked and I
"happened" to overhear. What did she talk about? I must use an halakhic term
in order to answer this question: she talked me-inyana de-yoma. I used to
watch her arranging the house in honor of a holiday. I used to see her recite
prayers; I used to watch her recite the sidra every Friday night and I still
remember the nostalgic tune. I learned from her very much.

Most of all I learned that Judaism expresses itself not only in formal
compliance with the law but also in a living experience. She taught me that
there is a flavor, a scent and warmth to mItzvot. I learned from her the most
important thing in life- to feel the presence of the Almighty and the gentle
pressure of His hand resting on my frail shoulders. Without her teachings,
which quite often were transmitted to me in silence, I would have grown up a
soulless being, dry and insensitive.

The laws of Shabbat, for instance, were passed on to me by my father;
they were part of mussar avikha. The Shabbat as a living entity, as a queen,
was revealed to me by my mother; it is a part of torat imekha. The fathers
knew much about the Shabbat; the mothers lived the Shabbat, experienced
her presence and perceived her beauty and splendor.
The fathers taught generations how to observe the Shabbat; mothers
taught generations how to greet the Shabbat and how to enjoy her twenty-four
hour presence.
The Rebbitzen, as I mentioned before, was one of the few women to whom the
maternal massorah, to
rat imekha, was entrusted. She represented the Massarah community with great loyalty and dedication. She was a devoted, good
keeper of the treasure which was put in escrow with her and she knew how to
guard it and how to transmit it to another generation. She was an outstanding
teacher.

Now, this description dovetails perfectly with the Rav's analysis of
the two forms of traditional authority: that of scholarly analysis and
decision, and that of life lived by the people itself. Proverbs 1:8 was
explicated on that broad level, too; and needless to say, the midrash
to the verse and the kabbalistic imagery of Knesset Israel should be
recalled.39 And though the essay devoted to this idea is in fact titled
"Two Forms of Massorah," there is, again, no indication that the
authority immanent in Israel's experience is perceived as in conflict
with its normative heritage; nor is there much interest in discussion of
this problematic4o Though not identical, experience and norm flow

in the same direction and supplement, rather than conflict with, each
other. (Needless to say, any analysis of Rabbi Soloveitchik's halakhic
posture will also have to take into account his responsiveness to

modern reality-a phenomenon which does not come to the fore in
his published writings.) This, then, is the second component of
community as Oral Law: the community whose very life is an
ongoing embodiment of Torah.
It is through this massoretic community-in both its aspectsthat the Jew finds God:
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Individual and community must take the historical identification with the past
and future of the people, with its fate and its destiny. Thus docs the
individual adhere to God fully and absolutely and irrevocably.4(

Once again, the individual and his quest are the center of concern.
And once again, the Jewish individual can attain his ultimate goal
only with the community of Jews, past, present and future.
Interestingly, the Rav opens two avenues of devekut in U- Vlk-

kashtem ml-Sham, an essay devoted largely to the possibility and
modes of communion with God. There is devekut through the study
of Torah in which, as Ravitzky has shown," the Torah shared by
man and God creates an epistemological basis for communion. But
there is also devekUl through ethical behavior within the community,

though its theoretical basis is less developed and though this community, the Rav insists, is the committed covenantal community
alone.43 In the passage cited above, which is virtually at the close of
the essay, Rabbi Soloveitchik apparently collapses this distinction'4
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